Paths Of Victory  written by Bob Dylan
adapted by wahiduddin (using only the first verse repeated)

capo 3  (capo 7 as played by The Byrds)

D A D
Trails of troubles  roads of battles
D G D
Paths of victory  we shall walk

D A D
The trail is dusty,  the road might  be rough
D G D
But better roads are waitin’  n they ain't far off
D A D
I walked down by the river Lord,  turned my head up high
D G D
I saw a silver lining  just a  hangin in the sky  (repeat chorus and verse)

D A D
Trails of troubles  roads of battles
D G D
Paths of victory  we shall walk

D A D
Trails of troubles  roads of battles
D G D
Paths of victory  we shall walk

D A D
Trails of troubles  roads of battles
D G D
Paths of victory  we shall walk